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The primary goal of any newsmagazine 
is to keep its readers well informed, so 

we were excited about the strong response 
to the Veritas story that ran in our Oct. 6 
issue. Before our report of the program, 
many of our classmates were not even aware 
that Veritas existed. But after we covered 
the Veritas option, many students enthu-
siastically came up to Arlingtonian staff 
members to discuss their concerns about 
or support for Veritas. On Nov. 17, partly 
due the publicity created by Arlingtonian, 
the Columbus Dispatch ran 
its own story about Veritas, 
discussing the idea of religion 
in school. Many of our stories 
in the past have been inspired 
by Dispatch reports, so we are 
proud to have accomplished a 
reciprocal response.

Parents have also shown interest in the 
Veritas option; UA parent Ronald Bloom-
field wrote a letter to the Dispatch criticizing 
Veritas and principal Kip Greenhill’s sup-
port of the program. Anonymous students 
protested by posting signs around school 
expressing alarm about students’ receiving 
credit for religious classes. Because of such 
varied responses to Veritas after our issue 
was printed, we feel we have accomplished 
our goal of initiating a debate about a topic 
that is relevant to the community.

With this in mind, in this issue of 
Arlingtonian, we are covering another 
topic we hope the community will find 
important: plagiarism. Plagiarism is es-
pecially relevant to UAHS right now be-
cause of new concerns about its boundar-
ies. Different teachers and students in the 
school have different ideas about what 
plagiarism means which can lead to prob-
lems. Such was the case in language arts 
teacher Anne Maag’s Senior World Liter-

Arlingtonian is a student-produced newsmagazine published ap-
proximately every four weeks by Journalism III-A students at Upper Ar-
lington High School.

The publication has been established as a public forum for student 
expression and for the discussion of issues of concern to its audience. It 
will not be reviewed or restrained by school officials prior to publication 
or distribution. 

Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student expression, the editorial 
board, which consists of the staff’s top editors, will determine the 
content of the newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials; therefore, 
material may not necessarily reflect the opinions or policies of Upper 
Arlington school officials. 

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, guest columns and 
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and the general public. 

The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the right to withhold a 
letter or column and return it for more information if it determines the 
piece contains items of unprotected speech as defined by this policy.

As a public forum, all letters and columns meeting the 
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and financial responsibility for what is printed.

Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a story solely on the basis of 
possible dissent or controversy.
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editorial policy.
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How can students be expected to follow 

rules that differ from one teacher to the next, 

and therefore are difficult for students to 

fully understand?

ature class, where Maag and her students 
have recently discussed the boundaries 
of plagiarism. Students said they were 
told that using SparkNotes to complete 
a study guide constituted plagiarism; the 
students disagreed.

Other teachers in the department, such 
as language arts teacher Alison McPherson, 
said students who use SparkNotes are not 
necessarily plagiarizing.

Such SparkNotes usage can be especially 
confusing for students completing study 
guide assignments. As the purpose of a study 
guide is to help students study for tests and 
quizzes, most students would not expect to 
have to use internal citations in their study 
notes. Yet some teachers, such as Maag, do 
expect students to cite sources.

Students need to know what they can 
and cannot do beforehand, and this consis-
tent view should be applied to all classes, 
not just one. How can students be expected 
to follow rules that differ from one teacher 
to the next, and therefore are difficult for  
students to fully understand? These gray 

areas of plagiarism need to be explained to 
both students and teachers. Teachers need 
to agree upon a  concrete  definition of the 
word, especially in  regards to study aids 
like SparkNotes, to make sure that their 
students understand what they can and 
cannot do.

We hope this issue of Arlingtonian  will 
help the community understand that  pla-
giarism is indeed a problem at UAhs, but 
not just because students are cheating. 
Plagiarism is a  problem because it is not 
a simple black and  white issue, but  it  is 
treated as though it is.
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When UAHS audiovisual specialist Frank Tuttle received an 
anonymous e-mail July 1 titled, “An Open Letter to the Ad-
ministration and Board of Education at UACS,” he imme-

diately deleted it. Tuttle said he was not familiar with the content 
of the message and simply deleted it because it was anonymous. 
The information in the e-mail, however, harshly criticized the UA 
administration’s technology policies.

The opening paragraph of the e-mail stated the administration 
showed “an absolutely deplorable lack of vision when it comes to 
anything related to the use of technology.” It was sent to the en-
tire UA staff, the UA school board, ThisWeek News, the Columbus 
Dispatch and Suburban News Publications.

The e-mail’s overall claim is the district’s 
technology is improperly funded, main-
tained and staffed. However, Tuttle said he 
is wary of the letter’s credibility.

“[The e-mail] is coming from an anony-
mous source and seems more like someone 
has a vendetta [against the administra-
tion],” Tuttle said. “How much credence is 
there in an unsigned e-mail?”

Despite his doubts, Tuttle said the dis-
trict recently implemented several changes 
to improve the technology department. For example, the district 
split the director of technology position into two distinct roles two 
years ago. Jeff Collett now heads the Operational Technology divi-
sion while Carol Craven is the director of Educational Technology.

Despite the similarities in their titles, Collett said his and Cra-
ven’s positions are quite different.

“I’m in charge of the nuts and bolts and the infrastructure of the 
department,” Collett said. “[Craven] is responsible for the integra-
tion of technology into the classroom.”

The e-mail sent to the district implies that the technology de-
partment is understaffed because it “ignores the basic tenet of tech-
nical support in the corporate world: a minimum of one qualified, 
full-time technical support person per location and every 50 per-
sonal computers.” UAHS houses roughly 600 computers. The tech 
department consists of Tuttle, who is AV-Tech certified, and two 
technology assistants: Nancy Bechtold and Monica Woodworth. 
UAHS’s ratio is roughly 1:200.

The appropriate ratio of technical support staff to computer us-
ers is debated. According to a press release from the Information 
Technology Association of America, ratios of tech support to com-
puter processors and computer users in the corporate world can 
range from 1:18 to 1:40. Tuttle said he has read of ratios of 1:50 to 
1:90 in large businesses.

Although the UAHS technology staff is not large, it is very ef-
ficient, according to Tuttle.

Similar school districts, such as Dublin, do not boast large tech 
departments in their high schools. According to Bret Longberry, 
Dublin City Schools’ coordinator of technology advancement, each 
high school in Dublin has a tech department with 1.5 staff members. 
However, Dublin high schools also have five faculty members who 
form a tech team instead of monitoring a study hall.

Although UA’s department will not be modeled off of Dublin’s, Col-
lett said he is planning on making some changes in relation to staffing.

“Our staff is adequate for our current situation. However, I would 
like to make some changes,” Collett 
said. “I would like to give more hours 
per week to school tech assistants.” 

Tech assistants currently work 30 
hours per week.

According to information obtained 
in the anonymous e-mail, another issue 
involves “little or no staff/teacher train-
ing or development in technology.” 

Tuttle said teachers do receive some 
training. However, they are often left 
to learn new technology on their own.

“Teachers are not given enough time to explore new technolo-
gies,” Tuttle said. “Teachers who have a personal passion about 
technology have to take their own time to learn more.”

In order to meet this need for developing teachers’ technological 
knowledge, Craven said she wants to alter tech staffing as well.

“I would like to create a more robust network and bring on more 
people to work with the teachers,” Craven said.

Besides staff training, Tuttle said there are other specific tech-
nology issues at UAHS.

“There is not enough lab space and the laptop carts are six years 
old,” Tuttle said. “But it is an issue of money and the administration 
is looking at this.”

Funding is naturally a major limitation to any improvements 
in the department. Collett said his budget is not large enough to 
implement any large-scale changes in the department.

“Currently, my budget does not seem sufficient for big infra-
structure changes,”Collett said. “But when the district needs to cut 
costs, they shave money off of facilities and technology first.”

Despite the best efforts of the district’s technology department, 
parents and students should understand that there will occasionally 
be issues, Tuttle said.

“Parents and students expect that the technology is seamless,” 
Tuttle said. “But there will always be issues with technology.”

TECHNICAL
xxPam Snyder xx

Anonymous e-mail lists plethora of problems with district’s 
implementation of technology; personnel discuss issues

p

Teachers are not given enough 

time to explore new technologies.  

Teachers who have a personal passion 

about technology have to take their 

own time to learn more.

Audiovisual specialist Frank Tuttle

d i f f i c u l t i e s
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lowship I have with the other students,” 
Hansel said.

In related news, the program now has 
an Ohio-certified teacher to oversee the 
U.A. Veritas courses. UAHS science 
teacher Jeff Schuster said he chose to 
take on this position due to his familiar-
ity with the Veritas staff.

Schuster’s position in the program is 
entirely advisory, he said.

“I give [the Veritas staff] guidance on 
meeting state standards and having qual-
ity assessments and effective lessons,” 
Schuster said.

The student council has decided not to host a spring dance this 
year, said senior Jimmy Schooley, student council president.
According to Schooley, the reason for this is that the au-

ditorium lobby was reserved for other functions from January 
through March. The only open date for a dance was Jan. 20, 
which the council decided was a bad time.

“A lot of council members, as well as students we asked in 
the school, said this was too many dances in a short amount of 
time,” Schooley said.

This may seem unfair to underclassmen who will not be able 
to attend prom, making winter dance the last dance of the year 
for them. 

For example, freshman Kelly Conner said she was not happy 
about the cancelation of the dance.

“The Spring Fling is the only dance that is casual and not 
stressful,” Conner said.

Schooley said another school function might replace the dance. 
The student council currently has about $13,000 to spend.

“We are looking at holding a field day or some sort of activity 
instead of a dance in either February or March,” Schooley said.

Since the Oct. 6 issue of Arlingtonian, 
which focused on the alternative 
U.A. Veritas program, many new 

questions have been raised regarding 
Veritas’s admissibility as an independent 
study option at UAHS. Some students 
and a community member have criti-
cized the administration’s decision to al-
low students to receive credit for classes 
taught in the U.A. Veritas classroom at 
Lane Avenue Baptist Church.

The Columbus Dispatch published an 
article Nov. 17 about the program. The ar-
ticle, “Christian-based classes an option” 
by Simone Sebastian, analyzed whether 
the program endorsed religion in public 
schools. The article provoked a reaction 
from UA parent Ronald J. Bloomfield.

In a letter published in the Columbus 
Dispatch Nov. 23, Bloomfield satirized 
principal Kip Greenhill’s approval of 
the program.

“I believe the program is fine as long 
as it is not during school hours for school 

credit,” Bloomfield said in an interview 
with Arlingtonian. “It is an issue of ap-
propriateness of religious education in a 
public school.”

Bloomfield added that other commu-
nity members share his sentiment, but he 
declined to be more specific.

Some UAHS students appear to share 
Bloomfield’s views. Anti-Veritas signs 
were posted anonymously above drink-
ing fountains on the second floor Nov. 17 
and Nov. 20. The signs criticized the con-
cept of taking religious-themed classes 
for credit. Some students, such as senior 
Alli Sayre, are more open about their 
misgivings with the Veritas program.

“If students want to learn a Chris-
tian curriculum, then they should attend 
a Christian school instead of a public 
school,” Sayre said. 

Sophomore JT Hansel, who is cur-
rently enrolled in Veritas, said he sup-
ports and enjoys the program. 

“I like the teachers’ styles and the fel-

U.A. Veritas update
Students, parent express dissatisfaction; 
program finds Ohio-licensed teacher to 
advise in meeting state standards

p

To the delight of students and teachers alike, UAHS lost pow-
er Dec. 1 during sixth period. Students were released from 

school almost two hours early.
The most immediate problem was the lack of light in the 

school’s interior. Emergency lighting is installed in these areas 
to handle such scenarios, principal Kip Greenhill said, which 
will keep students safe in the event of a power outage.

“There is enough emergency lighting so that nobody is in 
danger, but it’s not enough to carry on class,” Greenhill said. 
“My primary concern is the loss of instructional time.”

The administration has no written plan for what to do in the 
case of a blackout, Greenhill said. Once he decided to dismiss 
classes for the remainder of the day, Greenhill notified police 
to help direct traffic at intersections around the school without 
power, and teachers helped patrol the hallways.

Greenhill planned to use the school’s backup PA system to 
release students by grade; however, after he dismissed  seniors 
the backup also lost power. Greenhill eventually dismissed the 
rest of the students by walking from room to room.The backup 
PA was installed as a response to the last power outage. pp

Student council cancels spring dance
xxZachary Herrington xx

Dec. 1 power outage prompts early dismissal

xxZachary Herrington xx

graphic || Alaina McCleery ||

xxPam Snyder xx
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Take a short walk. Exercising 
alleviates stress and releases 
endorphins, which help you 

feel happy. 

Set aside fi ve minutes to try a technique called 
Progressive Muscle Relaxation. Simply tense 

and relax all the muscles in your body one by 
one for about 15 seconds each while sitting or 

lying down. 

Try breathing exercises, 
such as inhaling and 

exhaling slowly while 
counting to 10. 

Listen to music. Your favorite tunes 
can help create a sense of calm, but 

remember to keep it at a low volume so 
it does not interfere with your studies. 

Create an organized study 
schedule that includes time 
for short breaks. Pace your 
studying by doing a manage-
able part each day. W ith midterms drawing near, if you are not 

stressed, you are probably not studying 
enough. However, there are a few ways to help cope 
with stress during exam week.

How to manage 

xxKali Grant xx

STRESS
graphics || Alaina McCleery ||

source || Audio Vision Stress 
Management Specialist || source || Stress Relief and Managment Tips ||

source || Counseling Services of State 
University of New York at Buffalo ||

source || Medicomm ||

source || Audio Vision Stress 
Management Specialist ||
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What if I don’t register?What if I don’t register?

THE LAWTHE LAW

You’re an 18-year-old man. 

Your fi rst step
to a better future:

Register with Selective Service. 

You’ll stay eligible for college loans 
and grants, for job traning and all 

sorts of state and federal jobs. Pick 
up a form at any post offi ce.

Or, Save a stamp. Save time. 
Register on-line.

Use the Internet to register
at www.sss.gov.
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Upper Arlington High School
Vocal Music Department

proudly presents

FEB. 22, 23, 24 - 7:30 p.m.
FEB. 25 - 2:30 p.m.

For tickets, call

488-8970
or visit

www.uavocalmusic.org

Berwick Manor
Restaurant and Party House
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Columbus, OH 43232
Phone: 614-235-7100 

Fax: 614-235-3744
www.berwickmanor.com

Featuring:
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•Carry out and delivery
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Crossing 
the line

Plagiarism policyÅs †
lack of clarity leads 
to controversy, 
confusion among 
students and 
teachers

J unior Derek Bernsdorf sits 
at his desk, flipping franti-

cally through his copy of Hamlet. 
With a journal due the next day, he 
must find at least five symbols, five 
themes and five motifs, and describe 
them in detail. Unable to think of 
even one symbol, Bernsdorf turns to 
a tried and true source: SparkNotes, 
a compilation of summaries and 
analyses of famous literary works 

that can be accessed online for free. 
Bernsdorf plans only to look at the 
website for inspiration, but he has no 
idea that he may be committing a se-
rious offense. By using SparkNotes 
to aid him with his homework, Bern-
sdorf may be guilty of plagiarism. 

From writing on hands to passing 
notes during tests to copying home-
work, cheating is not a new concept 
to UAHS students. Now, with many 

resources available on the internet, 
cheating is easier than ever. How-
ever, a particular form of cheating 
has recently become a cause for 
concern: plagiarism. 

Although most students are 
aware that plagiarism is a serious 
issue, many are confused about 
where to draw the line when using 
the various resources available on 
the internet.

JJunior Derek Bernsdorf sits Junior Derek Bernsdorf sits J at his desk, flipping franti-
cally through his copy of Hamlet. 
JJ

the various resources available on 

photo illustration || Tyler Joswick ||

xxKatie Stucko and Rathi Ramasamy xx
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In a recent incident, nearly 60 students 
were accused of plagiarizing journal entries 
in language arts teacher Anne Maag’s Senior 
World Literature and Composition class. Al-
though Maag is unwilling to comment until 
the situation is resolved, students said the 
incident revealed a lack of consistency in the 
district’s plagiarism policy.

Senior Jessica* said she and her fellow 
classmates received an assignment to create 
a study guide for Bryce Courtenay’s novel 
The Power of One, complete with character 
lists, themes, motifs and chapter summaries. 
The students assumed the assignment would 
be graded for completion. However, when 
Maag decided to read her students’ journals, 
she told the class she found that the majority 
of the study guides had striking similarities to 
The Power of One SparkNotes, Jessica said.

“[I remember Maag] said, ‘We need 
to talk about your journals. I was going to 
check them for completion, but the first one 
I opened almost looked like SparkNotes,’” 
Jessica said.

Senior Sheena Fronk said Maag’s policy 
on SparkNotes contributed to the confusion.

“[Maag] told us that we could use 
SparkNotes to get an overview of the book, 
but then later she said if you used SparkNotes 
at all, it was plagiarism,” Fronk said.

Some students, like Jessica, said they had 
used the website in the manner Maag had ini-
tially suggested-—as an extra resource.

“I’m sure there were people who copied 
and pasted [from SparkNotes], but the ma-
jority of us who read the book, understood 
the book, did well on the quizzes and reading 
checks and then used SparkNotes at the end 
shouldn’t be penalized for trying to get a bet-
ter grade [by making an extra effort],” Jessica 
said. “I don’t think we should be penalized 

for going above what [Maag] expected.”
When Maag returned the journals to 

the students, Jessica said Maag outlined two 
courses of action.

According to Jessica, Maag initially told stu-
dents they could either sign a statement admit-
ting they had plagiarized, or they could return 
the journals without signing and risk having 
plagiarism appear on their permanent school 
record. Signing the statement would result in 
a zero out of 50 points on the assignment. 

This was a difficult decision for Jessica, 
who said she does not believe she cheated 
on the assignment.

“Plagiarism is either copying and pasting 
or, in this case, [including something in your 
journal] that you couldn’t have gathered 
from reading the text,” Jessica said. 

Still, Jessica admitted to plagiarism and 
signed the statement because she felt it was 
safer to sacrifice her quarter grade than to 
risk tarnishing her record. 

However, Fronk decided not to admit 
to plagiarism.

Fronk used SparkNotes as a study aid for 
the few chapters she did not understand. In 
addition, she did not write the journals while 
looking at SparkNotes, but wrote them approx-
imately 30 minutes after reading SparkNotes. 

According to Fronk, although Maag ini-
tially told her students she would only report 
them to the administration if they did not 
admit to plagiarism, she later gave all of the 
journals to the administration. 

Jessica and Fronk both said confusion 
about the boundaries of plagiarism contrib-
uted to their anxiety in this situation. In ad-
dition, Jessica said she might have made a 
different decision about signing the plagia-
rism statement if she had known the journals 
would be given to the administration, regard-

less of whether or not she confessed.
After Maag met with the administration 

Dec. 15, Jessica said those students who ad-
mitted to plagiarizing received half of the 
score Maag initially gave them and an extra 
credit essay opportunity worth 25 points to 
complete over winter break. Those who did 

not admit to plagiarizing their journals re-
ceived their full score out of 50 points. How-
ever, if they were caught cheating, they were 
awarded only half of their original score. 

Policy
Incidents like this help clarify the bound-

aries of plagiarism for students, since much 
of the misunderstanding could be attributed 
to students’ mixed interpretation of school 
policies, principal Kip Greenhill said.

Few students would attempt to plead 
ignorance of school policies if found cheat-
ing, for example, on a math test. The rules 
prohibiting the use of notes on such tests are 
clear and straightforward—and have been in 
existence since UAHS was established. Re-
garding plagiarism, however, students are un-

IB English 11 English 9 English 10 IB English 12  English 12  English 9 Honors English 10  English 10

English 11 English 10  English 11 Honors English 10 Honors English 10 Honors English 10 English 10

Summary comparisons show few differences in content
SparkNotes

from Chapter 1 summary of The Power of One
Jessica’s Notes

from Chapter 1 summary of The Power of One

The boy learns that he needs to adopt a 
camoufl age in order to cope. As part of this 
camoufl age, he resolves never to cry. This 
decision infuriates the Judge. The boy gains 
some respect from the other kids for holding the 
school record for the largest number of beatings, 
yet they continue to ostracize and torment him 
verbally and physically.

When at the boarding school, he is a “dif-
ferent” kid because he is the only white kid. 
He adopts a camouflage to protect himself 
from the other kids. For example, he is really 
smart but plays dumb. He purposely messes 
up on tests and homework to make them 
think he’s different. 
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sure of when their actions are acceptable and 
when they violate UAHS’s code of ethics.

In order to help students understand the 
issue of plagiarism, administrators and faculty 
members formed a committee in 2003 to draft 
the UAHS Academic Code, Greenhill said.

“We tried to identify what students 
should do so 
they don’t 
feel tempted 
to cheat,” 
G r e e n h i l l 
said. “We 
d e f i n e d 
what dis-
honesty is 
and then 
we laid out 
the conse-
quences of 
[cheating].” 

T h e 
Code defines plagiarism as “misrepresenting 
others’ work as one’s own, including copying 
sentences, phrases or passages from an un-
cited source or from another student while 
writing a paper or doing research, copying 
work assigned to be done independently or 
letting others copy one’s work.” 

The consequences for plagiarism as out-
lined in the UAHS Academic Code are var-
ied. Teachers are expected to give a zero for 
the assignment, contact the student’s parents 
and report the incident to the appropriate 
grade-level administrator. From that point, 
the consequences can range from a verbal 
reprimand to detention to expulsion, depend-
ing on the severity of the case.

Most students are familiar with the code 
since they all sign an agreement to abide by 
the policy at the beginning of each school 

year. But despite the policy, many students 
say they are still unsure about the boundar-
ies of cheating. Although the Code is clear on 
matters regarding direct copying from an un-
cited source, it makes no mention of students’ 
use of internet resources that help them bet-
ter understand a text. 

Greenhill agreed the definition of plagia-
rism can be unclear.

“There is a lot of gray area,” Greenhill 
said. “We need to do a better job of making 
sure kids know what plagiarism means. I have 
been telling teachers to go over [their expec-
tations] with the students.”

Disagreement
Bernsdorf said he feels there is nothing 

wrong with using 
SparkNotes when 
it is simply used 
as a resource.

“I like to ac-
tually read the 
books, because I 
know teachers will 
try to trick students 
by putting ques-
tions on tests that 
you can’t find in 
SparkNotes,” Ber-
nsdorf said. “But I 
do use SparkNotes 
to look up symbols 
and things. I don’t think there is anything 
wrong with that.” 

Not only is using SparkNotes not cheating, 
Bernsdorf said, sometimes using SparkNotes 
is necessary in order to receive a good grade.

“Teachers are grading you on completion 
and on the quality of your work; you aren’t 

given any points for effort,” Bernsdorf said. “I 
don’t think students who look up things they 
don’t understand are cheaters; they are stu-
dents who care about doing well.”

Because some students have used 
SparkNotes inappropriately, a potentially 
beneficial resource has been given a negative 
connotation, Bernsdorf said. 

“Really, SparkNotes is there to help 
people better understand literature; I 
think that was the intent of the site,” Ber-
nsdorf said. “People just took advantage 
of it and turned it into a huge cheating op-
portunity, and that gave online book notes 
a bad reputation. Now, even when people 
use the site the way it is supposed to be 
used, it’s considered cheating.”

 The SparkNotes online policy states, 
“SparkNotes 
a d a m a n t l y 
condemns pla-
giarism and 
cheating in any 
form. We have 
always aimed 
to support and 
improve edu-
cation, not un-
dermine it.” 

Bernsdorf 
said he feels 
the only wrong 
way to use 
SparkNotes is 

to copy information word for word. If a stu-
dent summarizes the site, they are demon-
strating their understanding of the material, 
Bernsdorf said. 

“As long as you paraphrase it’s okay, be-
cause it shows that you have thought about 
the ideas, you haven’t just blindly copied 

 English 9 AP English 11 AP English 11 English 10

English 12 IB English 11  English 10 English 11 English 10 English 10 English 10

Teachers are grading you on 

completion and on the quality of your 

work; you aren’t given any points 

for effort. I don’t think students who 

look up things they don’t understand 

are cheaters; they are students who 

care about doing well

Junior Derek Bernsdorf

Summary comparisons show few differences in content
SparkNotes

from Chapter 1 summary of The Power of One
Jessica’s Notes

from Chapter 1 summary of The Power of One

The boy learns that he needs to adopt a 
camoufl age in order to cope. As part of this 
camoufl age, he resolves never to cry. This 
decision infuriates the Judge. The boy gains 
some respect from the other kids for holding the 
school record for the largest number of beatings, 
yet they continue to ostracize and torment him 
verbally and physically.

When at the boarding school, he is a “dif-
ferent” kid because he is the only white kid. 
He adopts a camouflage to protect himself 
from the other kids. For example, he is really 
smart but plays dumb. He purposely messes 
up on tests and homework to make them 
think he’s different. 

Honors English 10 Honors English 10 Honors English 10 Honors English 10
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down words,” Bernsdorf said. “I don’t think 
I’m losing the educational value [of the books]. 
If anything, [SparkNotes] helps me understand 
the books better.”

Language arts teacher Alison McPherson 
agreed that SparkNotes can be a useful refer-
ence tool.

“I think SparkNotes can be helpful to 
supplement a student’s study of literature,” 
McPherson said. “They are good for clarifying 
plot and keeping track of characters.”

However, SparkNotes should not replace 
reading the original text, McPherson said.

“Students must go beyond the ideas they 
see in SparkNotes, which tend to be very ba-
sic and not higher level,” McPherson said. “If 
a student is relying on SparkNotes, they are not 
doing any thinking on their own, which pretty 
much defeats the purpose of [teachers and stu-

dents] being in school in the first place.”
While McPherson said she feels using 

SparkNotes as a resource is helpful, what is 
acceptable can vary from teacher to teacher. 
Because different teachers have different poli-
cies, it is often difficult to remember the rules, 
Jessica said. 

 Greenhill said when dealing with situations 
of plagiarism, it is important to look at each 
case individually.

“It’s a lot like theft. We’re not going to 
treat somebody 
who steals a bag 
of potato chips 
out of the caf-
eteria the same 
as someone who 
steals a computer 
out of the school,” 
Greenhill said. 
“It’s the same 
thing with cheat-
ing. You’ve got 
to be able to use 
some latitude.”

Greenhill said 
there are still ways 
to tell if a student 
has been plagia-
rizing. UAHS 
uses software that 
allows teachers 
to type in words 
and phrases and 
search on the 
internet for any 
matches. 

A l t h o u g h 
Maag’s students 
cannot rewrite 
their journals, 
there is still time 
for other teach-
ers to clarify for 
their students 
what they do 
and do not ac-
cept in regards 
to the use of out-
side sources. In 
a recent faculty 
bulletin, admin-
istrators included 
a copy of the 
Academic Code 

to remind teachers of school policies. This 
increased awareness is what will ultimately 
bridge the gap between students and teach-
ers, Greenhill said.

“Really, the incident [that occurred in Maag’s 
class] stemmed from a lack of communication,” 
Greenhill said. “As long as we’re all on the same 
page, we won’t have any problems.”

OU plagiarism case 
emphasizes national issue

Mass accusations of plagiarism are 
directed not only at high school 

age students. In fact, according to an 
Associated Press article, in 2004 an 
Ohio University student uncovered 
what was to become “one of higher 
education’s largest plagiarism scan-
dals” while research-
ing his thesis project. 
He noticed striking 
similarities between 
theses he looked at 
for examples of suc-
cessful projects. The 
situation was turned 
over to the adminis-
tration and an inves-
tigation began. 

The allegedly pla-
giarized theses were  
submitted by Me-
chanical Engineering 
students. A committee 
composed of faculty 
members evaluated 
the projects and re-
turned with startling 
results. In a May 2006 
report to the Provost 
of Ohio University, 
the committee said, 
“We conclude that 
rampant and flagrant 
plagiarism has oc-
curred in the graduate 
program of the De-
partment of Mechani-
cal Engineering for 
over 20 years.”

In addition, over 
one third of the theses 
believed to have been 
plagiarized were su-
pervised by the same 
two faculty members, 
the report said.

The AP article 
noted that 36 of the 
39 accused students 
were from foreign 
countries such as 
China, India, Sri Lanka, Saudi Ara-
bia, Thailand and South Korea. No 
evidence of doctored data was found, 
but the international students violated 
plagiarism policies within the writing 
portion of the theses. In this section, 
students failed to cite sources accu-
rately, if at all. p

OU policy takes steps to avoid plagiarism
Russ College of Engineering and Technology provides 
guidelines and examples to clarify gray areas

Guideline Example(s)

If you use exact words from 
another source, put quotation 
marks around them.

According to Derrisen (2004), “since the flow of liquids 
in open channels is not subject to any pressure other than 
the weight of the liquid and atmospheric pressure on the 
surface, the theoretical analysis can be much simpler.”

It is not sufficient to use the citation 
alone if a direct quote is used.

Incorrect example:
Since the flow of liquids in open channels is not subject 
to any pressure other than the weight of the liquid and 
atmospheric pressure on the surface, the theoretical 
analysis can be much simpler (Derrisen, 2004).

Changing a few words is not 
sufficient, since copying the ‘writing 
style’ is also plagiarism. Either use 
your own words or quote it.

Incorrect example:
Liquid flow in open channels is subject to pressure 
from the weight of the liquid and atmospheric pressure; 
therefore, the theoretical analysis is much easier 
(Derrisen, 2004).

Quotes are not necessary if you just 
use the idea. However, a citation is 
still required. Warning: it is almost 
impossible to put a single sentence 
into your own words. This is why you 
should read and understand, then 
write from your notes.

Acceptable example:
Simple models can be developed for a liquid in open 
channel flow since it is driven only by atmospheric 
pressure and weight of the liquid (Derrisen, 2004).

Note that the last part of the sentence is a fact (not an 
idea); one can only change the wording of a fact, not 
the fact itself! When you describe an experiment, the 
facts (e.g., specifications of a piece of equipment) will 
be the same for all students, but the word and sentence 
arrangements will be different.

Put the citation where it will best identify 
which information is derived from which 
source. Place the citation after a key 
word or phrase which suggests a citation 
is needed. If most or all of a paragraph is 
from one source, put the citation at the 
end of the topic sentence. Repeat the 
citation later if necessary to make the 
source of information clear.

Examples: 
•In a study of gear mechanics (Brable, 2005) showed 
that ... 
•Several of these studies [5, 8-11] identified the critical 
control parameter ...  
•Heat transfer in regenerators have been modeled by 
finite difference method (Jurgel, 2001) and by finite 
element method (Mitchell, 1996, Templeton, 2003) ...

source || Russ College of Engineering and Technology,  Guidelines developed by M. K. Alam, V. L. Young, and Ken Sampson ||
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When the UA Special Olympics basketball team took the floor 
at Anderson Arena in Bowling Green, Ohio last March, ju-

nior guard Lena Meerman’s feelings were a mixture of butterflies 
and excitement.

“I was anxious and nervous at the same time,” Meerman said. 
“At first I thought we 
were going to lose.”

Such emotions are 
expected any time a 
team plays in a cham-
pionship game; things 
were no different for 
the Bears as they took 
on Columbus Green. 
But with a strong 
defense and a good 
team offense, the 
Bears won their first 
ever Division III bas-
ketball state champi-
onship. The emotions 
were hard to describe, 
especially for coach 
Mike Borders.

“I was speechless,” 
Borders said. “It was 
truly unbelievable at 
first. Just seeing ev-
eryone happy, it just 
all sank in and it was 
truly great.” 

Borders credited 
the victory to his play-
ers’ consistent effort. 

“The kids really 
worked hard,” Borders said. “They were a good defensive team, re-
bounded well and were fundamentally sound.”

This year, however, the Bears will have to work even harder 
to match last season’s success. They must replace Borders as well 
as and 2005 graduate Nat Jones, who led the team in scoring last 
season with an average of over 20 points per game. Both Borders 
and Jones have since joined the UA Special Olympics alumni team, 
which consists of former UA team members. Former assistant 
coach Clayton Hall will take Borders’ head coaching position for 
the younger team.

Losing Borders is something the players will need time to adjust 
to, junior Joe Conway said.

“[Borders is] a really good coach and the team liked him a lot,” 
Conway said. “He was like a father to me.”

 Borders coached the UA Special Olmpics team for 14 years and 
became close to many of the players. He also led the UA Special 
Olympics soccer team to a Division II state championship in Oc-
tober 2006 and sent 15 athletes to the state track meet, held at the 
Ohio State University last July. 

Borders’ success can be attributed to the strong relationships he 
has built with his players, Conway said.

 Yet, Meerman said it will be the friendships among the team-
mates that will help the Bears succeed.

“I moved to UA from Reynoldsburg a couple of years ago with-
out really knowing any-
one,” Meerman said. 
“I have made a lot of 
friends on the team and 
I think the [friendship] 
makes us better.”

Despite the loss of 
Borders and Jones, the 
Bears have moved on, 
setting their goals for 
this season.

“We want to beat all 
the teams this year so 
we can [give ourselves] 
a chance to repeat as 
champs,” Conway said. 

Borders, who still 
attends some of the 
team’s practices, said 
he is confident that 
many of this year’s 
players will step up.

“They are strong 
defensively, but will 
have to find a way to 
score due to the loss of 
Jones,” Borders said. 

One of the play-
ers who is looking to 
become a leader and a 

scorer this year is Conway.
“I have to show the team what to do,” Conway said. “I also have 

to work the hardest.” 
Although the Bears are confident about this season, they certain-

ly are not overlooking any opponents, especially Columbus Green.
“I have a friend on the [Columbus Green] team and I talk to 

him about basketball,” Conway said. “He tells me that they want 
a rematch really badly. [They have improved this season] because 
they have some really good players and are fast.” 

The Bears have already begun practice for the season, working 
out twice a week. So far, the practices have been a blend of hard 
work and fun, Meerman said.

“We love playing knockout,” Meerman said. “But we also have 
been spending a lot of time on passing and rebounding the ball.” 

 With the competitive atmosphere that surrounds this year’s UA 
Special Olympics basketball team, a loss could be difficult for the 
players to endure. However, the Bears will always abide by the Spe-
cial Olympics athlete’s oath: “Let me win. But if I cannot win, let 
me be brave in the attempt.”

xx

Upper Arlington’s

Jones eighth grader Zack Pickett dribbles down the court with senior volunteer Molly Everett. 
The team has ten games scheduled this season, according to junior Joe Conway.

photo || Ashley Davis ||

xxGreg Glasser xx

After last year’s championship run, the UA Special Olympics 
basketball squad must overcome challenges to keep the prize

p

DreamDreamDreamDreamTeam
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SWIMMING: Junior Tori Cook 
swims the 100-yard butterfl y at 
the Bears’ Dec. 8 home meet 
against Akron Firestone. The 
Bears won 125-61.

BASKETBALL: Senior Kelsey 
Casey plays defense against 
her Hilliard Davidson oppo-
nent  Dec. 8. The girls beat the 
Wildcats at home 60-55.

DIVING: Sophomore Taylor An-
derson dives into the water at the 
UAHS natatorium Dec. 8 against 
Akron Firestone. Although An-
derson placed fi rst in the meet,  
the girls lost in overall points.

HOCKEY: Juniors Zach Tulley 
and Nick Paraskos defend near 
the goal against St. Charles at 
their Dispatch Ice Haus Dec. 1. 
The game ended in a 4-2 victory 
for the Bears.

photo || Tyler Joswick ||
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FENCING: Juniors Jack Wilson 
and Sean Cressie practice épée 
fencing Dec. 12. The fencing 
team is currently preparing for  
its upcoming match Feb. 3.

photo || Tyler Joswick ||

page design || Rebecca House ||
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Q: Has it been 
hard adjusting 
to varsity level 
as a freshman?

Stuart: Not re-
ally, since my 
sister Brittni 
Dorsey and all 
of the other 
seniors have 
helped me.

Q: How is high school basketball 
different from middle school?

Stuart: It is a faster game, much 
faster paced. The girls are more 
experienced also.

Q: What do you enjoy most about 
being a freshman on varsity?

Stuart: Being around older 
people and watching them 
do great things. You can learn 
from their mistakes.

Q: Has it been 
hard to adjust 
to playing for 
a new school?

Ansel: Everyone 
has made it 
easy by being 
nice and I 
know they 
needed a goalie, so they have 
been great. 

Q: Why did you choose UA this year?
Ansel: [It is] a better opportunity 

for being a goalie. I would have 
had to split time at St. Charles.

Q: What has been the most diffi -
cult part about switching teams?

Ansel: Hockey-wise, everything 
has improved. [It is a] better 
team and a better schedule.

Q: What was it like playing St. Charles?
Ansel: It was crazy.  When I was 

by their fans they chanted “St. 
Charles drop-out,” but that mo-
tivated me.  Most of their play-
ers understood the situation, but 
some thought I was a traitor.

Freshman Ashley Stuart, 
basketball

Athlete selection and Q&A compilation || Greg Glasser ||photo || Elyse D’Andrea ||photo courtesy || Milena Berman ||
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Junior Ian Ansel,
hockey
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Almost every year around the beginning of the holiday season, 
an event takes place that stimulates great interest. However, this 

event doesn’t involve Santa Claus or a Menorah; it is a great controver-
sy concerning the selection of the teams that will participate in the col-
lege football national championship. It is the product of the screwed-up 
system called the BCS. More often than not this system creates heated 
arguments over which teams deserve to play in the national champion-
ship. This year the dispute centered on the University of Michigan and 
the University of Florida, two strong football programs with similar 
resumes, each of whom argued its own worthiness.

Florida played the toughest schedule in America, surviving the en-
tire SEC with only one blemish, a loss at Auburn. Florida had huge wins 
against LSU and Arkansas. Michigan played the 3rd toughest schedule 
in the country, and thundered through the unusually weak Big 10 until 
a thriller with number-one-ranked Ohio State in which the Wolverines 
came out on the lower part of the scoreboard, but only by three points. 
Michigan had convincing wins against BCS representative Notre Dame 
and deserving BCS representative Wisconsin.

After eight years of controversy I am sick and tired of the inequi-
table BCS. The system doesn’t allow for the two best teams to play, 
and it doesn’t allow teams who lose early in the year (but have greatly 
improved) to have a shot to win it all. Teams like LSU in 2006 and 
USC in 2002 (both of whom lost early but were outstanding at the 
end) were forgotten by the BCS. Imagine if the college basketball 
championship was determined by a system like the BCS! The expres-

sion March Madness would refer to a spring clothing sale at Macy’s. 
No “Cinderellas” (like George Mason last year) would have a shot 
to make a miracle run. Traditional powers Duke, Kansas, UNC and 
Connecticut would be fighting for who played in the national cham-
pionship year in and year out. There is not another major collegiate 
or pro sport in America that determines its championship game with 
computers; all have playoffs in which a championship is determined 
by on-the-field play, not six computers.

Ultimately, to be fair, college football must have a playoff, but 
this will never happen unless two parties are satisfied: the post-season 
bowls and the college presidents. Both see major money being lost if 
college football uses a playoff to determine its champion. Sponsors see 
their bowls being thrown out and a loss of advertising revenue, while 
the college presidents see the loss of the $13 million that each confer-
ence receives through the present automatic bid.

Here’s my proposal. First, the BCS would not be thrown out; instead 
it would be used to determine the eight teams that will be a part of the 
new playoff system. In the playoff, seven games would take place, each 
one being considered a BCS game. Each of the eight teams would be 
paid $13 million unless there were more than two teams from any one 
conference. If no team from a BCS conference was present in the top 
eight, an additional game would be played to allow the conference to 
make the same money. Teams not in the top eight would still be allowed 
to go to the traditional bowls. Finally, the best college football team 
would not be determined by a computer, but by on-the-field play.

Controversy, and through it all, a proposal
xx Mike Trapp xx
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Cindy J. Vaughan
Studio Director/ Instructor

VocalProStudios@aol.com
3100 Tremont Rd. 

TAKE YOUR TALENT
TO THE NEXT LEVEL!

•LESSONS:

•RECORDING STUDIO

•SHOWCASES

Voice, Guitar, Piano
(Private and group instruction)

Also Featuring…
-PERFORMANCE COACHING
-MUSIC INDUSTRY CLASSES
-ARTIST DEVELOPMENT

All Instructors Are…
•Degreed  Teachers 
•Industry Professionals
•Local and Touring Artists

VOCALPRO STUDIOS
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The movie Driving Lessons 
is about a shy 17-year old 

boy who lives in a small town in 
Scotland. Ben Marshall (Rupert 
Grint) is the stereotypical obe-
dient son: he goes to religious 
groups with his mother, reads the 
Bible every night before bed and 
helps out in a religious play his 
mother produces.

Laura Marshall (Laura Lin-
ney), Ben’s mother, takes it upon 
herself to teach Ben how to drive 
and gives him a lesson every night 

to help him overcome his terror of the road. Despite her kind-
ness, Laura’s character angers viewers by not letting Ben live a 
normal life and interact with kids his own age.

Laura is known around town as someone who is willing to 
work for the common good of the community; thus, she is the 
first to act when Mr. Fincham (Jim Norton) runs over his wife 
with his car. Mr. Fincham begins dressing in women’s clothes and 
acting like a woman to make himself believe his wife is still alive. 
Although the accident itself is sad, viewers cannot help but laugh 
at a bald man wearing bright red lipstick and a nice floral skirt 
and blouse outfit. This unusual twist was placed in just the right 
spot, injecting comic relief into a sad part of the movie.

 To help Mr. Fincham raise money to live on his own, Ben turns 
to Evie Walton (Julie Walters), a retired actress. Evie seems to be 
a bitter old woman in desperate need of someone to talk to, but in 
the end, her quick with draws the audience into the movie.   

As Ben begins to spend more and more time with Evie, he must 
decide whom he values more in his life: his dedicated and loving 
mother or his new friend Evie. This movie has a great story behind 
it, but a teenager choosing a middle-aged actress as his best friend 
hardly seems plausible and the movie did nothing to make such an 
odd relationship seem more realistic. While Evie and Ben were 
both very lonely, befriending someone with a 50-year age differ-
ence seems unusual.

Before Ben met Evie he could barely speak up for himself, 
while Evie was almost overly outspoken. Together they make for 
an unusual match, but Evie helps Ben come out of his shell little 
by little. Yet Ben remains unnaturally quiet throughout the en-
tire movie.

Even though Ben’s shyness is aggravating, his overall char-
acter is easily lovable. The audience sees a boy who is trapped 
and having a difficult time trying to find a way out of his par-
ents’ restrictive household. Viewers can see how hard it is for 
Ben as he tries to break away from his parents, when it is obvi-
ous he has never disobeyed them before. Ben’s innocence can 
be unrealistic, but without it the movie would lose much of its 
emotional pull.

This dramatic comedy will keep viewers laughing while help-
ing them realize what is important in their lives. Audiences will 
walk away from the movie with more gratitude for what they 
have in their lives. Driving Lessons covers serious topics, but 
stays light through quick jokes and British humor. Growing up 
for Ben is a lot like his driving lessons—he makes mistakes and 
learns from them. He continues to practice driving just as he 
tries to be loyal to both his mother and Evie. In the end, Ben 
finally becomes who he wants to be.

The very first scene of The 
Queen shows Queen 

Elizabeth II (Helen Mirren) 
talking about the democrat-
ic process. Early the next 
morning, Queen Elizabeth 
wakes to find that Tony Blair 
(Michael Sheen) has become 
the prime minister. 

Not long after Queen 
Elizabeth accepts him as the 
prime minister, Blair must 
deal with the unexpected 
death of Princess Diana. 
The public is shocked by 
Diana’s sudden passing and 

eagerly anticipates how Queen Elizabeth will cope with 
the tragedy.  

Although the majority of the movie focuses on the 
aftermath of Diana’s death, it also comments on her life. 
For instance, the film shows that Queen Elizabeth dis-
approved of Diana’s frequent partying and disregard for 
rules; she feels Diana should be cultivating a respect-
able and responsible image instead.

Ironically, the public seems to like Diana more than 
the royal family does. It is obvious that the people like 
knowing that Diana is not perfect. She makes some 
mistakes—as everyone does—because she is only hu-
man. The movie effectively portrays Diana as an average 
person who does not think she is better than others just 
because she is a princess.

After Diana’s death, Queen Elizabeth decides to 
have a public funeral so the people can feel they are 
taking part in the mourning of Diana. The funeral is 
criticized by some and applauded by others due to the 
large number of celebrities in attendance. For example, 
Elton John changes the words to one of his songs and 
dedicates it to Diana. 

This shows that Diana had a life outside of the royal 
family and that she had friends who deeply cared for 
her as a person, not just as royalty. The Queen does an 
excellent job using these scenes to present Diana’s per-
sonality and her down-to-earth charm. 

The movie has a great plot, but there are a few cine-
matography problems, such as the camera not always be-
ing still or in complete focus. For instance, when Queen 
Elizabeth drives her car up a mountain, the movement 
of the camera reflects the bumping of the car, leaving 
viewers feeling nauseous. The directors probably wanted 
to use such filming to bring the viewers into the movie, 
but its true effect is to make viewers want to look away 
from the scene.

The Queen is not well-known, but it is still an excel-
lent movie. Regardless of the fact that most people know 
what happened to Diana, it is important to see how her 
death was dealt with behind closed doors. The Queen 
shows how people who actually knew Diana coped with 
her death and how the British government responded to 
the tragedy.

The Queen proves to be a royal success
Driving Lessons passes the test

xxChristine Hunter xx
xxChristine Hunter xx
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The Queen
Driving Lessons
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Guy: “I’m going to check if my 
date bought our tickets.” 

Other guy: “Why? Don’t you 
trust your woman?”

Guy: “To tell you the truth … 
no, I don’t.”

We all laughed for a good min-
ute or two. I was sitting at the table 
where the sophomore class officers 
sold Winter Dance tickets, yet the 
enthusiastic atmosphere was just 
not affecting me. I simply sat still, 
trying to be engaged in all the com-
motion, but merely bored at life’s 
plain wonders. 

I glanced to the left of the sales 
table and saw the saddest thing I 
have ever laid my eyes upon—a sign 

asking for donations to help stop the genocide in Darfur. My heart 
leaped and a numbing chill ran down my spine. The poster pictured 
a rough, black hand tilting a tiny bottle cap full of water toward the 
dry, hungry mouth of a 2-year-old. 

What an ironic place to put a poster like that, I thought. Here 
we are worrying about where to eat, how to dress and where to 
go for the after-party. There, people are worrying about whether 

there is anything to eat, anything to wear or 
anywhere to go for shelter. This entire 

world is ironic—it has everything 
to keep us healthy, yet there are 

those who prosper and those 
who do not. 

Many of you are 
probably saying: “Oh, 
here we go again, an-
other story about geno-

cide, what we should do and how we are enjoying life while peo-
ple are suffering.” Yet we cannot expect great changes if there 
is no great effort. 

I believe merely donating money or building houses does not 
contribute much. I do something different—I move on. I think I 
will be able to save many more people if I can successfully become a 
great person, devote my life to such activities and prevent imminent 
calamities. If we all really want to help those who need it most, we 
should do it together. The power of young students nationwide can-
not surpass that of any other group of people. By forming a coali-
tion of students everywhere, I believe we can repair and reproduce 
anything—even an unprecedented system in which there will not be 
class discrimination, but equality. We have that power. 

So what are we waiting for, right? Politics. Ever since the cre-
ation of this system of politics, there has been nothing but corrup-
tion, only in different forms. What should we do? We should all 
individually succeed and contribute to the betterment of mankind, 
the solution to this problem lies ahead in the future. 

So enjoy life at its utmost best, but always keep this in mind: the 
fate of that child sipping 10 drops of water to satisfy his or her thirst 
is in our hands. 

  

I know school dances are sup-
posed to be things we remember 

for the rest of our lives—the good 
times we had, the relationships we 
shared and the nights we danced 
our hearts out. But I will always re-
member each and every dance be-
cause of … well, I guess you could 
call them unfortunate events. Yet, 
despite the horrors I’ve experi-
enced, I believe that school dances 
have taught me to find humor in 
even the worst situations.

It all started with my fresh-
man homecoming dance. My 
group went to Figlios for din-
ner, where our table was coinci-

dentally placed right next to my brother’s table. There was an 
awkward distance between the two tables—not close enough 
to talk, but near enough so there was constant glancing-over. 
As if that wasn’t enough, my brother’s friend suddenly stood 
up and took off his suit pants, leaving him in American flag 
boxing shorts and knee socks midway up his bird legs. I froze, 
my head flooded with reasons why he had taken off his pants 
(which, I later discovered, was because he said he would if his 
friend kept pointing a laser pointer into his eyes).

Trying to look away from such a strange 
event became easier as the food ar-
rived. I, of course, took a bite 
and started choking on my 
pasta. My friends wanted 
to give me the Heimlich 
maneuver, but I managed 
a breath just in time.

However, freshman 
homecoming seems minor in comparison to prom junior year. 
Because the wait for our first-choice restaurant was over two 
hours long, we finally agreed on Don Pablo’s. Dressed in formal 
dresses and suits, we were greeted by a man who made balloon 
animals. I asked him to make me a kangaroo to make my night 
a little better, but my luck was in short supply. He didn’t know 
how to make kangaroos, so he made me a sorry-looking squirrel 
(which bore a striking resemblance to my date). 

When we got to the dance, I jumped right in, barefoot. It didn’t 
bother me that my date was over a foot taller than me; I just 
couldn’t take the heels. I stepped in and tried to slither through 
my classmates until I noticed that I had stepped on a fresh piece of 
pink bubble gum. I pulled it off my foot and washed my hands, but 
still did not think to put my shoes back on. My date began jumping, 
so for some reason I attempted to prove that I could jump higher 
than this mammoth of a man. My friend decided to take him up 
on the challenge as well and came slamming down in her stiletto 
heels right on top of my foot. If that wasn’t enough, later, my dress 
split open during the cha-cha slide. The entire night, I was nervous 
about doing any dance moves that could be potentially “reveal-
ing,” not to mention my foot had developed a huge, blue bruise in 
just five minutes.

 Even though all of my dances have involved some type of em-
barrassment, there is still something that keeps drawing me back. 
So take my advice: eat carefully, dance with some type of shoe, 
avoid gum and mosh pits, and above all, don’t sweat the small 
stuff, because I’m sure a lot worse could happen.

Dances bring disasters
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Regime change starts at home

If you are interested in being a guest columnist for “This I be-
lieve...,” a regular section of Arlingtonian, please send your 
550-word essay to arlingtonians@yahoo.com by Jan. 29.

Guest Columnist
|| Vikram Santhanam ||

|| Christine Hunter ||
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Taking credit for another’s work 
is a wrong that has long been 

lambasted as a crime against art and 
an unethical bypass of the creative 
process. Since elementary school, 
students have been repeatedly re-
minded of the inherent evils of pla-
giarism and taught that schools, and 
later employers, exercise a zero-tol-
erance policy when punishing such 
misdeeds. 

However, with the advent of the 
internet and study-aid websites such 
as SparkNotes, the definition of pla-
giarism has become much more com-
plex. Plagiarism is no longer simply 
defined as passing off another’s work 
as your own, but instead can encom-
pass everything from study guides to 
internet support. The problem with 
this is that the exact definition of plagia-
rism could depend on the teacher and the 
work assigned. 

For this reason, the school’s definition of 
plagiarism is in need of serious clarification. 

With SparkNotes, for example, attitudes 
vary widely across the language arts de-
partment. For many students, SparkNotes 
and other such guides serve as vital tools 

to help decipher classic texts. SparkNotes 
should not serve as a substitute for actually 
reading the text, but some language arts 
teachers allow students to use such prod-
ucts to enhance their overall understand-
ing of the themes and motifs of the literary 
elements in the text. 

The confusion often arises when different 
language arts teachers have different rules 
about the use of aids such as SparkNotes. 

Students are sometimes confused 
when they are assigned to create their 
own study guides, as they are unsure 
of whether or not they are allowed 
to use external resources. It should 
therefore be uniformly established 
throughout the language arts depart-
ment to avoid further problems.

Although many students may ad-
mit to padding their language arts 
journals with observations gleaned 
from SparkNotes, far fewer students 
would ever attempt to directly copy a 
composition or paper from another 
student or online source. Although 
plagiarism is often discussed as clear-
ly unethical behavior, the rules that 
dictate the use of internet sources 
are not always clear. While  some stu-
dents directly copy out of CliffsNotes, 

Sparknotes and other study guides, others 
use them simply as aids to understanding; 
yet both types of students may be guilty of 
plagiarism. In order to avoid further mis-
understandings that could potentially dam-
age a student’s academic record, teachers 
should discuss their expectations of what 
plagiarism entails with their students before 
it becomes a problem.

New Year’s resolutions fail every time
New Year’s resolutions are 

great. They make you a 
better person and give you a 
sense of pride and accomplish-
ment. Or that’s what they would 
do if people actually followed 
through with them. 

I have failed every New Year’s 
resolution I have made since I 
was 5. This year, however, I de-
cided to change that. 

I decided to focus on a sin-
gle goal: going vegan for one 
month. By setting such a short 
time limit, I was certain I could 
stick with my resolution. I knew 
that by going vegan, I would 

no longer be able to eat cheese, butter, ice cream, chocolate, 
cake—basically everything that is not rabbit food. It would be a 
struggle, but I was willing to give it a shot. 

I was deceived when things started out surprisingly well. 
Wanting to get a head start (so that I could get bragging rights 
about my first successful New Year’s resolution ever), I began a 
day early by replacing my usual breakfast of yogurt with cereal 
and soymilk on the morning of New Year’s Eve. 

Lunch came and things were still fine. Sort of. I went to Zup-
pa for lunch, where I got a lot of weird looks from the cashier 
because of my order: a veggie philly (hold the cheese, bread 
and butter). 

It was not until I went to a New Year’s Eve party for din-
ner that I fully realized what I had gotten myself into. I 
tried reassuring myself by thinking of my earlier success-
es that day, but it was no use. Everywhere I turned, there 
was something I could not eat. I would reach out to grab a 
cookie, only to remember that I could no longer enjoy such 
indulgences. I turned to the packaged food, but after 15 
minutes of reading labels, I started to wonder whether I was 
actually reading the word “eggs” in the ingredients list, or 
just imagining I was. 

Finally, I couldn’t stand it anymore. After having a reassur-
ing conversation with a friend about how pointless New Year’s 
resolutions are, I relieved myself of my torturous resolution. As 
the ball dropped, I broke down and ate a gingerbread cookie.

In less than a day, I had learned three things about myself. 
One, I have no willpower or patience. Two, chocolate is one of 
the items I would need if I were ever stranded on a desert island. 
And three, New Year’s resolutions will never work for me.

In light of these discoveries, I plan to make my resolution 
really easy next year—I’ll resolve to not have one. Even a 
5-year-old could follow that.  
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School plagiarism policy needs clarified
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